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Zanya and the others quietened down. At that moment, they finally understood what kind of
trouble they were in this time. Crystal was also too lazy to bother with those people so after
she received the money, she left together with Matthew. Thereafter, the people left in the
room glanced at each other and their faces were pale.

“Zanya, who is that friend of yours? Are you trying to drive me into an early grave? That’s
the young lady of the Harrison family. If I did anything to hurt her today, the Harrison family
would’ve killed me!”

With an embarrassed expression, Zanya replied, “I didn’t know who she was. Matthew is
just a loser who lives with his in-laws. Back then, he married my classmate for 100,000. He
doesn’t have a powerful background so how would I have known that the girl beside him
has such a powerful identity?”

Herman frowned. “He’s just a boy toy? Does that mean that the daughter of the Harrison
family likes gigolos?”

Furious, Morin yelled, “Of course she does! Gigolos nowadays are smart and they are
skilled at tricking women. Wealthy girls like her have no brains so it’s normal for them to be
deceived.”

Herman gritted his teeth. “I don’t understand,” he muttered. “Are these girls blind? How is
that man even qualified to be a boy toy? His looks, family background, and attitude is not
even comparable to me. What does Crystal see in him? Why is she together with that piece
of trash?”

The few of them sighed and looked unconvinced. They couldn’t figure out why Matthew was
lucky enough to hook up with a beautiful and wealthy girl like Crystal.

At the same time, Horton was looking at Matthew in confusion. He couldn’t understand why
Crystal was treating this young man so kindly. She had a few boyfriends in the past but
those boyfriends treated her like a queen. I’ve never seen Crystal be so affectionate toward
a man!



After they left the restaurant, Horton asked in a puzzled manner, “M-Miss Harrison, is… is
what you said true?”

Surprised, Crystal asked, “What are you talking about?”

Horton then continued, “A-About the foundation?

Hearing this, she yelled, “Of course it’s true! When have I ever lied?”

Horton looked at her in confusion. “Miss Harrison, have… have you been losing sleep
lately? O-Or do you have a fever?”

Crystal was so furious she rolled her eyes at him and argued, “What do you mean? Do you
think that I’m doing it because I’m bored? What’s the matter? Can’t I do something
serious?”

Horton looked embarrassed. Crystal wasn’t like this. In the past, she was just a standard
rich kid from a powerful family. With the whole Harrison family pampering her, she would
never think of doing anything serious, let alone build a foundation to help the poor. How is
that possible?

Crystal could tell Horton was confused so she pursed her lips and said, “People change. I
can’t be a child forever! I’m telling you, I’ll definitely make this foundation successful. When
that happens, I’ll impress everyone!”

Horton then commented, “Miss Harrison, if the foundation succeeds, I’ll donate 30 million
into your foundation!”

Hearing this, Crystal immediately said, “A gentleman will always keep his promise! Hort, I’ll
remember your promise!”

Horton burst into laughter. “Ha! Don’t worry. As long as you work hard, I’ll give you even
more than 30 million when the time comes.”

When Crystal heard this, she looked upset. “Judging by your tone, you seem to think that I’ll
fail. Well, this time, I’m determined to prove you wrong.”

Horton smiled, not impressed with her words. In his opinion, Crystal was a standard spoiled
rich kid. Even if she had a good idea, it wouldn’t last long. After all, how could it?
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Later, Horton brought Crystal and Matthew to meet Ambrose. As expected, Ambrose was
entertaining the big shots. When Crystal and the others arrived, the dinner had already
ended.

When Matthew stood in front of Ambrose, he realized that Ambrose still had a strong
domineering aura. However, when Ambrose saw Crystal, his lips curled into a rare smile.
“Crystal, why didn’t you tell me you were coming?”

Crystal pursed her lips and replied, “Because I didn’t want to. Every time I come over, you
always arrange a group of people to follow me around. Everyone evades me wherever I go
and I can’t even have some real fun.”

Hearing this, Ambrose burst into laughter. Then, he looked at Matthew and asked, “Who is
this?” Ambrose thought that Matthew was another one of Crystal’s suitors. After all, he had
seen many of them before. When the previous suitors stood in front of him, they were all
silent and nervous. However, Matthew was extremely calm and this surprised Ambrose so
he couldn’t help but glance at him.

“This is my friend, Matthew. The reason I came here is to accompany him to buy some
things!” Crystal replied.

Ambrose was surprised by her answer. Then, he stared at Matthew intently and asked,
“Matthew, are you from Eastcliff?”

“Yes, I am.”

After hearing this, Ambrose nodded slightly and said, “So you’re Crystal’s friend. Since
Crystal had personally brought you over, just tell me if there’s anything you want. I’ll ask my
men to reserve it for you.”

Matthew smiled and replied, “Thank you, Mr. Arnold.”



Later, Crystal dragged Matthew away after chatting for a short while. Watching Matthew
leave, Ambrose seemed to be slightly doubtful. However, in the end, he shook his head and
let out a long sigh.

After they walked out of Ambrose’s mansion, Matthew curiously asked, “Miss Harrison, are
you close with Mr. Arnold?”

Crystal nodded and replied, “Of course we’re close. My grandfather saved his life. Back then,
he went to Woodside with serious wounds. He was dying but the doctors of Woodside didn’t
know how to save him. Coincidentally, my grandfather went there to buy some things so he
stayed here for a few days and saved him. My grandfather saved Horton too.”

After hearing this, Matthew suddenly realized why Ambrose and Horton were so good to
Crystal. Turns out it’s out of gratitude.

“Where is Ambrose from?”

Crystal shook her head and replied, “I don’t know. Even my grandfather has never asked
about his past.”

Matthew nodded and turned to look at Ambrose’s mansion, still feeling a little doubtful.
When he saw Ambrose, he kept thinking that he looked familiar, but he couldn’t seem to
remember who he was and where he met him before.

After they returned to the hotel, Matthew directly went back to his room. Standing in front of
the door, Crystal said, “Hey, I accompanied you the whole night. Shouldn’t you invite me in
for some tea?”

Matthew felt speechless and he immediately closed the door. What the hell is this girl trying
to do?

After he returned to his room, he sat down, crossed his legs, and practiced the Divine Skill
for a moment before going to sleep.

In the middle of the night, the door to Matthew’s room creaked open and it woke him up. He
quickly opened his eyes and he could hear some familiar footsteps. It’s Crystal!



Matthew frowned slightly. What is she doing here in the middle of the night? And how did
she open the door of my room? From the way she’s creeping around… is she up to
something?

Matthew pretended to sleep because he wanted to see what Crystal was planning. Crystal
then walked up to the side of the bed and she had a sweet smell that made Matthew’s heart
pound. All of a sudden, Matthew heard a soft sound, as if she was undressing. Before he
came back to his senses, a naked body slid under his blanket and hugged him tightly from
behind.

Matthew was completely dumbfounded. Has Crystal lost her mind?
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Being hugged by a woman who had a great figure and who was most importantly, naked,
made Matthew lay awake with his heart pounding. However, he quickly calmed himself
down.

No! I have a wife!

After taking a deep breath, Matthew turned to the side and covered Crystal with the blanket.
Then, he got up, rolled Crystal up with the blanket, and left her on the bed.

Crystal screamed in surprise. “What are you doing? Let me go this instant!”

Matthew glanced at her and saw that Crystal’s cheeks were blushing. Her gaze was
charming and her hair was messy. If any other man saw her like this, they most probably
would have lost control. Matthew didn’t dare to take another look as he was a man full of
vigor after all.



“Miss Harrison, I’m married!” Matthew yelled to emphasize again. Crystal replied, “I already
told you, I don’t mind. I like you. Whether or not you have a wife doesn’t matter. I still like you
and want to be together with you. Is that wrong?”

With a frown, Matthew said, “Sorry, but I love my wife very much.”

Crystal replied, “I didn’t ask you to divorce her. As long as I can be with you, I don’t care
about status.”

At that moment, Matthew felt as if he was about to cough up blood. What is she talking
about?

Then, Matthew said, “But I can’t betray my wife!”

After a moment of silence, tears welled up in Crystal’s eyes as she said, “Do you look down
on me? Do you think I’m dirty because I have dated a few men before? I made a lot of
mistakes in the past so I won’t ask you for anything because I’m not qualified. I just want to
accompany you. Is that wrong?”

As Crystal spoke, she started bursting into tears. Seeing Crystal cry made Matthew panic.

In fact, the past Crystal was arrogant, unruly and vain, just like every other rich
second-generation kid. At that time, Matthew really did look down on her.

However, ever since she started a foundation to help the poor, Matthew’s opinion of her had
changed drastically.

Perhaps she was ignorant when she was young and did some disgusting things. However, it
is rare for a person to realize her mistakes and be willing to correct them. I really have
changed my view of her. However, there’s only space for Sasha in my heart. How can I let
anyone else in?

“Miss Harrison, I don’t look down upon you. On the contrary, I admire some of the things
you’ve done. You’re a really good person and you deserve someone better. I’m sure you’ll
find your Mr. Right who’ll be a thousand times better than me!” Matthew said softly.

Sobbing, Crystal whispered, “Then let me ask you, if I had met you before Sasha appeared in
your life, would you have chosen me?”



After a moment of silence, Matthew solemnly said, “I’m sorry. I will only love Sasha in this
lifetime. In those three years when I had nothing, she silently took on all the burden for me. I
can only use the rest of my life to repay her for everything she has done!”

Hearing this, Crystal sighed as she understood what Matthew’s words meant. However, she
soon curled her lips into a smile. “It doesn’t matter. Your love for her doesn’t prevent me
from loving you. No matter what, I love you and no one can change that!”

Matthew was speechless. What is she thinking? Are all young girls nowadays so bold and
unrestrained?

In order to stop Crystal from creating more trouble, Matthew pressed her sleeping point and
let her sleep.

As for Matthew himself, in order to prevent any more accidents, he sat crossed legged at
the side and silently practiced the Divine Skill. The special thing about the Divine Skill was
that he could practice and rest at the same time, which was why even though he didn’t sleep
the whole night, Matthew was still energetic the next day and didn’t feel tired at all.
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The next morning, Matthew left the room first. When Crystal woke up from her sleep, she
saw that Matthew was gone and felt a little dismayed. However, she soon cheered herself
back up, put on some clothes and went downstairs.

When Crystal saw Matthew, she wasn’t embarrassed at all. Instead, she chatted and joked
around, as if nothing had happened the night before.



The black market officially opened today. Matthew and Crystal entered the black market
together and went straight for the things that Matthew had his eyes on yesterday.

They were all relatively rare medicinal materials and Matthew bought them all to keep them
for future use. The price of these medicinal materials was not low and he spent almost 1
million to buy seven of them. However, for a life-saving medicine, money was not important.
As for the furnace, Matthew had asked around and found out that precious items were to be
left for the auction at the end of the market.

The two of them didn’t notice that when they were shopping around, a few people were
secretly watching them from a distance. This group of people was none other than Zanya
and her friends who were taught a lesson last night. What happened last night made them
mad.

They couldn’t do anything to Crystal. After all, she was from the Harrison family, so they
didn’t dare to hurt her. However, they weren’t willing to let Matthew get away so easily.

In their eyes, Matthew was a boy toy who leeched off Crystal and relied on the Harrison
Family’s power to do whatever he wanted. We can accept being taught a lesson by Crystal
but what right does Matthew have to order us around?

“I can’t believe that b*stard bought so many things. He really doesn’t feel ashamed for
spending a woman’s money!” Zanya said angrily.

“He’s a professional gigolo. Besides, he’s not spending his own money so of course he won’t
be stingy. I wonder what the hell does Crystal see in him? People like him are not even fit to
fetch my shoes!” Herman said sourly.

“He’s just a loser who leeches off women and relies on other people’s power to intimidate
others. What’s there to be proud of? I can squeeze a man like him to death with one hand!”
Morin said scornfully.

Although they were complaining about Matthew, they only dared to speak behind his back.

The next day, Matthew strolled around the market again, and he finally found some
groundsel herbs. Matthew had promised the young man that he would help him cure his
father’s kidney disease and this herb was the only missing ingredient. Now that he got this
herb, he would be able to treat him.



On the third day, the real highlight of the market, the final auction, finally started!

Crystal had gotten two front-row tickets from Horton and took Matthew to the auction.

Zanya and the others also came but they sat in rows furthest from the stage. When they
saw Matthew sitting in front, they were extremely furious but there was nothing they could
do.

Soon, the auction started. The first few things that were up for auction were some precious
paintings and antiques. Many people participated in the auction and the prices all started
from at least 10 million.

Leonard was also at the auction and he didn’t bother with the first few items.

Finally, a battered book appeared on stage and it looked really old. Then, the introduction of
the book appeared on the big screen: ‘The only ‘Three Gathered Suns Acupuncture
Techniques’ book from the Han Dynasty, rumored to be written by the famous doctor of the
Han Dynasty, Howard Nixon. Price starts from 30 million!’

Leonard immediately opened his eyes. His visit to Woodside this time was because of the
‘Three Gathered Suns Acupuncture Techniques’ book. The Three Gathered Suns
acupuncture skill that Leonard was an expert in came from Howard Nixon. In fact, Leonard
was considered as Howard’s descendant. However, many subtleties of ancestral medicine
had been lost when it was passed from one generation to the next.

Leonard usually didn’t leave Mightwater, but he personally came to Woodside because he
had heard rumors that the ‘Three Gathered Suns Acupuncture Techniques’ book would be
sold at this auction.

As soon as the auctioneer finished announcing the starting price, Leonard raised his hand
and yelled, “50 million!”

Immediately, there was an uproar among the audience as everyone was shocked by his
offer.

After all, nobody would suddenly raise the price so high in the beginning of an auctio
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Other people didn’t know the value of the only existing copy of the ‘Three Gathered Suns
Acupuncture Techniques’. In fact, there weren’t many people who were willing to bid for it,
which was why everyone was shocked when Leonard directly offered such a high price.

Norris, Roman, and Richard, who were sitting at the side, glanced at each other. In the end,
none of them bade.

For one thing, they didn’t know the value of the ‘Three Gathered Suns Acupuncture
Techniques’ book. Secondly, Leonard had no conflict of interest with them so there was no
need for them to go against Leonard.

It was better to be a good friend. After all, it may be useful someday. In the end, Leonard
won the bidding. As he held the book, Leonard looked extremely excited, as if he had found
a treasure. He even specially prepared a box beforehand and he placed the book in it.

Later, the auction continued and soon, it reached the last auction item. It was the pill
furnace that Matthew wanted. After the pill furnace was placed on stage, the introduction of
the item was somewhat different.

The introduction on the screen showed that this was a magical artifact which possessed
extreme power that could ward off all evil. Not only that, by being around this magical
artifact all year round, the person would also be nourished by the power inside the artifact
so as to achieve life-prolonging effects and better health.

Sitting among the audience, Matthew couldn’t help but feel amused.

This was only a pill furnace but before getting close to it, Matthew could already sense the
power inside the furnace. The feeling of being nourished that was said in the introduction
was in fact the remaining medicinal vapor that was left from previous use. It indeed could
help get rid of some illnesses but the real effect was not as powerful as the auctioneer
described.



However, the crowd was bubbling with excitement, especially the few big shots in the front
row. Norris, Roman, and Richard widened their eyes and stared intently at the pill furnace on
stage. They were some of the most superstitious people.

After all, people who had done many bad things tended to be suspicious, which was why
they were always searching for magical artifacts that could protect themselves.

They always heard legends about powerful magical artifacts, and there were some people
who would spend a lot of money to find one. Now that the pill furnace was on display, it
naturally attracted plenty of attention.

In fact, Norris, Roman and Richard came here because of the pill furnace. The starting price
of the pill furnace was 50 million.

As soon as it was put on stage, Norris immediately yelled, “50 million!”

Hearing this, Richard scoffed disdainfully before he raised his hand and yelled, “60 million!”

No matter the big shots of Jersey or the young masters of the Ten Greatest Families of
Stonedale, they were all not short of money. Roman pursed his lips and simply shouted, “80
million!”

The sudden price increase of 20 million was obviously to mock Norris and Richard for being
too petty. The two of them were furious and they immediately raised the price. Soon, the
price rose to 150 million.

This price was offered by Roman. Meanwhile, Norris and Richard were hesitating. It was
obvious that they were calculating whether it was worth it to spend more than 100 million
on a furnace.

Roman, on the other hand, was triumphant. This time, he was sure that he would win the
furnace. Roman got rich because of the Wayne family and the elders of the Wayne family
were his biggest backers.

The Wayne family elder had been ill lately so Roman wanted to buy this furnace as a gift for
the elder.

If I send this gift over, the elder will definitely be impressed. When that happens, the return
I’ll get will definitely be more than 200 million.



At the same time, Ambrose looked calm but he was surprised that the furnace could be sold
for 150 million.

Just when the auctioneer was about to drop the hammer, he heard a sudden yell. “160
million!”

Everyone’s expressions changed and they turned to look at the bidder. The situation was
clear just now, where only these three big shots were bidding against each other. As for the
others, even if they had the money, they wouldn’t dare to bid against them.

Which was why they were shocked that someone in the back dared to join the bidding and
wanted to see who was so bold.

That bidder was none other than Matthew!


